Complete each word to rhyme with *hen*, then say the word.
Hint: Use the picture clues to help.

1. Peg the Hen

2. 10

3. 

4. 

Comments welcome at www.starfall.com/feedback
Complete each word to rhyme with *fall*, then say the word.

Hint: Use the picture clues to help.

1. [Image of a turkey]  
   
2. [Image of a person]  
   
3. [Image of a baseball]  
   
4. [Image of a book]  

**BRAINWORK!**

Write a different word that rhymes with *fall*.  
Draw a picture to match the word.
Write these words in the correct shapes, then say the words.

1. here
2. go
3. in
4. of
5. into
6. away

Teacher Note: Practice with high-frequency words.
Write the missing short vowel in each word, then say the word.

1. Chick
   h__n

2. Jet
   j__t

3. Ten
   t__n

4. Bell
   b__ll

5. Bed
   b__d

6. Tent
   t__nt

BRAINWORK! Circle the words that rhyme.
Circle the word that best completes the sentence, then write the word in the blank.

1. The hen has ___________.
   - begs
   - wags
   - eggs

2. She is in a ___________.
   - jet
   - pet
   - let

3. She gets ___________.
   - was
   - wet
   - net

4. Ten pets get on the ___________.
   - red
   - bed
   - bat
Circle the things that have the **short e** sound, then write about the picture. Use the Word Bank to help you.

**Word Bank**

- men
- hen
- jet
- bed
- web
- bell

Teacher Note: Ask emergent writers to simply write their favorite short-e words from the picture.